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Pol discuss whether Steven Spielberg is part of an elite
pedophile ring connected to pizza gate  (news)
submitted 19 hours ago by Search4RouseCat

Is Steven Spielberg a pedophile?
Pol have multiple threads discussing just that.
Crispin Glover wrote a highly interesting essay which features
Steven Spielberg.
It mentions that he collects paintings of boys during medical
examinations in their underwear by Norman Rockwell. Is this the
type of behaviour which should fall under the scrutiny of pizza
gate researchers as they have placed other individuals?
What happened to twelve year old Heather O'Rouke? Pol have
been speculating why Steven Spielberg wasn't named as the
director of Poltergeist in favour of the director of Texas Chainsaw
Massacre Tobe Hooper... Yet in 2017, The Independent ran an
article which stated Spielberg was in fact the main director.
One youtube user has personally documented myopic paedophilic
instances throughout the Spielberg works. I have included them
below, it should be noted the second part involves Corey
Feldman. Could it be that Weinstein and Feldman have been
trying to save the skin of Spielberg?
Proof That Steven Spielberg is a Child Molester (Part
One) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqmX2zQf4PM YouTube

Proof That Steven Spielberg is a Child Molester (Part
Two) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GlXZG2YLrmU YouTube
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Proof That Steven Spielberg is a Child Molester (Part
Three) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXgzeqZHofY YouTube

Whoever runs The Fox King Pinterest page, tried to alert us
several months ago with a photo of Steven Spielberg and child
abuse allegations... https://www.pinterest.co.uk/gbotkins/who-is-
the-fox-king/
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Oscar BAFTA Academy Award winning
Hollyweirdo Woody Allen... Raped his Adopted
Daughter Since she was 7 years old Over and
Over Again, She now Speaks Out!  (hooktube.com)
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Father posted this picture of his 8yo
daughter eating pizza just an hour before
knifing her to death  (dailymail.co.uk)
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If Spielberg goes down... The Holocaust
and Hollywood go with it.  (8ch.net)
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Video shows teacher strip naked, chase
students at Calif. elementary
school  (cbsnews.com)
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You shouldn't need a Hollywood insider
to tell you that Spielberg is a pedophile,
you should realize that after watching
any movie directed by him.  (news)
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Conspiracy in the Federal
Government  (hooktube.com)
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